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X Breastfeeding in Special Situations

G. Breastfeeding Multiple Birth Babies

Abstract:
This section explores breastfeeding twins or triplets.  Discussion includes when to 
breastfeed, positioning, hints on night time nursings, and taking care of mother.

Resources:
THE BREASTFEEDING ANSWER BOOK, revised edition, chapter 15; WOMANLY 
ART OF BREASTFEEDING, 6th edition, chapter 17; Mothering Multiples:  Breastfeeding 
and Caring for Twins or More, revised editon by Karen Gromada; LLLI Information Sheet 
#52, "Breastfeeding Twins,"   #4712 “Tips for Breastfeeding Twins”

Complimentary Reading:  Having Twins by Elizabeth Noble

Handouts:  LLLI Information Sheet #52, 4712

Instruction Aids/Visuals:

Approximate Instruction Time:  30 minutes

Discussion Suggestions:
For those of you who have known mothers of twins or triplets, what kind of help and 
encouragement did they receive for breastfeeding?
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Outline:  Module X - Breastfeeding Multiple Birth Babies

1. Coordinating the nursings of two or more infants
a. Breastfeeding two babies at once has some advantages

(1) Saves time
(2) Stimulates increased prolactin production in mother and increases her milk 

production
(3) If one baby is a less vigorous nurser or if one baby is nipple confused, that 

baby can take advantage of the more vigorous nurser stimulating a strong let-
down reflex and thus gets more milk; strong milk flow can stimulate baby to 
suck correctly and more vigorously

b. Breastfeeding two babies at once has some disadvantages
(1) Can be hard for mother to manage positioning two small infants and keeping 

them well attached to the breast simultaneously; (sometimes works better to 
nurse together once babies are older and can hold themselves to the breast on 
their own)

(2) If one baby is not as vigorous at the breast or is nipple confused, the mother 
may need to give him undivided attention at the breast; he may need to work at 
stimulating the let-down on his own without a sibling making it easy for him

(3) Mother may want to spend time with each baby separately at the breast for 
individual attention and bonding

c. Mother does not need to choose one way or the other; she can nurse babies 
separately sometimes and at others nurse them together

d. Likewise, some mothers will assign each baby to one side while others rotate their 
babies from side to side; reminding the mother that her breast is making milk while
the babies are breastfeeding will reassure her that her babies can get plenty of milk 
either way

e. If one baby has a weak suck, switching baby from side to side keeps both sides 
well stimulated

f. Switching sides also stimulates the babies' vision equally

2. Positioning babies at the breast
a. Mother will probably need an extra pair of hands to help her position the babies 

when they are very young

b. Mother needs to be creative and open-minded; she doesn't need to nurse only in a 
chair or in bed; sometimes lying on the floor or reclining on a couch will be most
comfortable; since she will be spending considerable time breastfeeding, she might 
welcome the variety of locations and positions

c. Comfort of the mother and the important keys to positioning and latch-on are the 
priorities

d. Possible positions include
(1) Holding one baby in a cradle position and one in a football position
(2) Criss-cross babies, holding each in a cradle position
(3) Hold one baby in a cradle position and hold the sibling's body in the same 

direction as the first baby but on the other breast; babies will form a  straight 
line with one's feet near the other baby's head

(4) Both babies are in a football hold, one on each side
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(5) Mother lies on her back with pillows for head support, babies' heads are 
at mother's breasts with their knees coming together at her stomach to 
form the point of a "V"

3. Night time considerations
a. Nursing babies in the "V" position or while lying on her side can help 

mother get more rest

b. Some mothers will wake one baby after the other has nursed to give 
themselves a little more uninterrupted sleep

c. Babies will often sleep better if they are touching each other

d. Some mothers keep babies in a crib at night next to their own bed; some 
have the babies on a mattress on the floor so mother can lie down to nurse; 
others take babies to bed with them

e. Keeping all diapering needs close to the bed as well as water for mother and 
a night light can simplify night time feedings

4. Taking care of mother
a. Because many multiple birth babies are born prematurely, mother may need 

to pump her milk to establish and continue her milk supply; she may need 
encouragement to do that, plus information to help her pump easily

b. If her babies have had supplements and have become nipple confused, she 
will need much support and encouragement to put up with the frustration of 
getting her babies back on the breast

c. She may need someone to vent her fears, frustrations, and feelings of being 
overwhelmed

d. Mother's needs for food, rest, plenty of liquids, exercise, and help with 
household responsibilities will be at least double that for any other new 
mother of a single baby

e. Mother may need a gentle reminder that people's needs come first; 
encourage mother to set priorities in concert with her partner    


